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This presentation describes the transformation of French courses originally taught face-to-

face (F2F) into HyFlex courses, i.e., designed to be taught in any modality: online 

asynchronous, remote synchronous, F2F, or a mix of all. This substantial reshape, begun in 

2017, was first motivated by the desire to make the UW-Eau Claire French curriculum more 

equitable, more accessible, and more affirming of diverse identities. The process was 

accelerated by the UW-system switch to a different LMS (Canvas) and the increased need 

to teach virtually in 2020. The resulting Canvas courses were published as an Open 

Educational Resources (OER) in Canvas Commons in January 2021. French 201 

(Intermediate French 1) will be shown as an example of a Canvas course that gives 

instructors the ability to create effective learning environments, that uses many Universal 

Design for Learning (UDL) principles, and that is also sharable as an OER.

Abstract



FREN 201 – Intermediate French 1
HyFlex Open Educational Resource





• Designed for accessibility

• Inclusive language as the norm

• First-person accounts of underrepresented cultures amplified

• Transparency in Learning and Teaching (TiLT)

Lessons that affirm our identities





1. HyFlex model

2. Proficiency-oriented

3. Flipped learning

4. Multiple low-stake assessments

5. Transparency (TiLT)

6. Balanced modes of communication

7. Accessibility

Structures can level the playing field 

Initial time investment required



Days

(4 credits)

Homework

(50 minutes)

Classwork

(50 minutes)

Mondays:

Interpretive task

(synch or asynch)

Study vocabulary

Complete Canvas assignments

Interpret an authentic video

(listening comprehension)

Tuesdays:

Presentation task

(synch or asynch)

Study grammar

Complete Canvas assignments

Interpret an authentic text

(reading comprehension)

Prepare a video or audio presentation

(scripted language practice)

Wednesdays:

Interpersonal task

(synch or asynch)

Study pronunciation

Complete Canvas assignments

Engage in spontaneous conversations

(unscripted language practice)

Thursdays: no class

Fridays:

Assessment

(synch or asynch)

Review lessons from the week Prepare 

for assessment

Showcase your skills in an activity designed to elicit 

your best language for communicative success. 

Grades and constructive feedback are generally 

given the following Monday.















• No need to purchase material

• Access to material in the future

• Quick updates for cultural content possible

• Sharing among French programs: edits and additions possible

• Canvas Commons + Continuing Education subaccount

OER for free long-term access



Utilize UDL Principles to break down barriers for learning and 
engage students with multiple means and in multiple ways.

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) Principles

CAST (2018)



Dissemination of FREN 201 – Canvas Commons



Dissemination of FREN 201 – CE Course



Conclusion

• Continuation of curation and design of OER will be 
needed for sustained adoption.

• Adapt our teaching practices to utilize a variety of OER 
elements in our courses.

• How do instructors choose/use/adapt OER?

• What barriers will continue through OER adoption?
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